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Abstract

Optimal controllers such as Model Predictive Control
(MPC) are desired in hybrid GEOTABS buildings
due to their operation complexity and large thermal
inertia. However, the time constant of ground dy-
namics of the geothermal borefield is too large to be
captured by the typical prediction horizons of MPC.
This paper develops and applies a long-term MPC
formulation that accounts for these long-term dynam-
ics to a typical hybrid GEOTABS building emulator
model, which also serves as controller model. The
long-term MPC formulation uses prescribed predic-
tions of the building heating and cooling needs and
static energy balance equations to formulate a shadow
cost for the long-term horizon. A 5 years building
simulation demonstrates that there is potential be-
yond a standard short-term MPC, achieving energy
savings up to 20% if these long-term dynamics are in-
corporated. However, the use of fixed long-term pre-
dictions can detriment the potential energy savings
of the methodology, and can result in an energy use
increase of the same magnitude. Future work will de-
velop variable long-term predictions that account for
the building indoor conditions.

Key Innovations

• An MPC formulation that accounts for the long-
term borefield dynamics is applied to hybrid
GEOTABS buildings.

• There is potential beyond a standard short-term
MPC in hybrid GEOTABS buildings.

• The weaknesses and recommendations for the
long-term MPC formulation are identified.

Practical Implications

This paper demonstrates that there is potential in
hybrid GEOTABS buildings (and hybrid geother-
mal systems in general) beyond a typical short-term
MPC, which may lead to new optimal control strate-
gies that account for the borefield long-term behavior.
This might influence the borefield sizing as well.

Introduction

Building energy intensities have decreased since the
1990s, but not enough to offset the strong growth in

building floor area. As a result, global building energy
use and related CO2 emissions continue to rise (In-
ternational Energy Agency et al., 2019). More ef-
forts towards energy efficient buildings are necessary.
One highly-efficient building concept is the hybrid
GEOTABS building, which is comprised of a geother-
mal heat pump (GEO) connected to a thermally ac-
tivated building structure (TABS) that supplies low
temperature heating and high temperature cooling at
high performance. The hybrid character lies in the
extension with a fast-reacting auxiliary production
and/or emission system (Himpe et al., 2018) for the
peak periods. The envisaged savings of this concept
are jeopardized by its operation complexity, therefore
optimal controllers such as Model Predictive Control
(MPC) are desired (Drgoňa et al., 2020). MPC uses a
mathematical model of the building envelope and the
energy system (that is where building simulation pops
up) along with forecasted disturbances (weather and
occupancy) to predict the building dynamic behavior
and the energy system efficiencies over a prediction
horizon of N steps, typically of a few days. An op-
timization problem finds the optimal input sequence
that minimizes a target function (energy use, CO2

emissions, costs... (Cupeiro Figueroa et al., 2018))
while a set of thermal comfort constraints is enforced.
The optimization problem is recursively solved at
each control time step. However, the time constant
of ground dynamics of the geothermal borefield is too
large to be captured by the typical prediction hori-
zons of MPC. In that regard, it is uncertain whether
MPC (i) is achieving an optimal solution and (ii) will
deplete the ground-source in the long-term.

Few authors have proposed formulations that take
into account the borefield long-term dynamics: Ver-
helst (2012) proposed the introduction of a penalty
cost in the objective function to the daily pas-
sive cooling budget, yet the weighting factor/cost
for this term is not defined. The same approach
was followed by Jorissen (2018) to reduce the ap-
pearing borefield yearly imbalance after applying
MPC to an office building case study. Antonov
(2014) developed the SALTO (Short-and-Long-Term-
Optimization) method, imposing yearly cyclic condi-
tions on the ground nodes temperatures in an opti-
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mal control problem (OCP). However, although guar-
anteeing a sustainable use of the ground over the
years, this approach may not be optimal as it cur-
tails the freedom of MPC by avoiding a yearly im-
balance which might be allowed in the borefield to
some extent without harming sustainable long-term
operation, depending on the borefield’s size. Cu-
peiro Figueroa et al. (2020) extended the MPC ob-
jective function with a shadow cost computed using
a set of prescribed predictions of the building heating
and cooling needs and adding static energy balance
equations to the optimization problem. The short-
and the long-term optimizations are coupled by the
load history of the borefield model. Therefore, the
actions of the short-term MPC optimization problem
slightly influence the long-term optimization. The
shadow cost methodology was validated in a building
case with the possibility of active regeneration, clearly
showing its benefits. This paper extends the appli-
cation of this methodology to a hybrid GEOTABS
building for which an emulator is built in Modelica
and the long-term MPC is developed. Both parts
rely on building simulation.

Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the methodology, along with the
hybrid GEOTABS case constructed using the Mod-
elica language, the main heat (Q̇) and work (Ẇ )
flows and the fluid network pressure drops (∆p). The
considered building is modeled as a 1200 m2 sin-
gle zone. It is equipped with a ground source heat
pump (GSHP) and a gas boiler for heat production
(Q̇con, Q̇boi), and passive cooling from the geother-
mal borefield and an active chiller for cold production
(Q̇pc, Q̇chi). The building can also choose between

TABS (Q̇TABS) and air conditioning (Q̇air,h, Q̇air,c)
as the slow and fast-reacting emission systems. Thus,
the proposed case study is hybrid both at the produc-
tion and emission sides. However, the gas boiler and
the chiller can only supply energy to the fast-reacting
emission system while the TABS are fed by the GSHP
or passive cooling heat exchanger. The control input
variables ui are colored in green and bounded between
0 and 1. They include the control of the production
systems: u1 for the GSHP, u2 for the gas boiler and
u3 for the chiller, the valve openings that control the
mass flow rates (and in consequence the heat/cold
supply) to the different emission systems u4, u5, u6
and u7 and the 3-way valve that determines the TABS
mode u8. One ideality considered in this problem is
that this 3-way mixing valve is modulating, while in
practice this valve is expected to be on/off, choosing
between heating or cooling mode in TABS. All pumps
and fans work at constant pressure head.

Table 1 lists the equations of the components pre-
sented in Figure 1. The HVAC equipment is sized
to supply the design heat and cold loads, computed
according to ISO 12831-1:2017 (2017). For spe-
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the considered
hybrid GEOTABS case, main energy flows and fluid
network pressure drops.

cific details on the design nominal values and the
used fit coefficients, we refer to Cupeiro Figueroa
(2021). The zone is modeled using the IDEAS li-
brary RectangularZone component (Jorissen et al.,
2018), which assumes a perfectly mixed air volume
within a rectangular construction geometry subjected
to dynamic heat transfer relations. The time con-
stant of the building is 23.6 h. Equation 1 shows the
GSHP correlations which assume a linear COP and
condenser power, where Ai are the fit coefficients,
and Teva,in and Tcon,in are the inlet working fluid
temperatures of the evaporator and condenser and
Teva,nom and Tcon,nom are the nominal temperatures
of the evaporator and condenser, respectively. The
gas boiler (Equation 2) and the chiller (Equation 3)
are assumed to supply/extract heat in a linear rela-
tion to their modulation signal. While the gas boiler
is assumed to have a 100% efficiency, the chiller per-
formance is dependent on the outdoor temperature
Tout, with Bi being the fit coefficients. Although in
this case all pumps are considered to work at a con-
stant pressure head, the pressure drops that some of
them need to overcome can vary as a function of the
valves opening u4, u5, u6 and u7. For the hydraulic
schematic in Figure 1, it is trivial that only the pas-
sive cooling pump power Ẇpum,pc and the heat pump

condenser pump power Ẇpum,hp are affected by these
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valve openings. The 3-way valve opening u8 affects
the TABS heating and cooling pumps, but their sum
remains constant. The heat exchanger is based on
the NTU-epsilon method (Incropera et al., 2007) for
counter-flow heat exchangers as formulated in Equa-
tion 5, where Ċmin and Ċmax are the minimum and
maximum heat capacity rates, Ċr is the heat capac-
ity ratio, NTU is the number of transfer units, ε is
the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and Thex,hot,in
and Thex,cold,in are the inlet temperatures in the heat
exchanger at the hot and the cold side, respectively.
The circulation pump model corresponds to a slightly
modified version of the IBPSA library model based on
similarity laws (Wetter, 2013). A flow coefficient k
correlates the pump pressure head ∆p and the corre-
sponding mass flow rate ṁ (Equation 6a). The pump
electric power Ẇpum cubically increases with the mass
flow rate, with ṁnom being the nominal mass flow
rate of the pump and Ẇpum,nom the corresponding
nominal power (Equation 6b). The borefield model
corresponds to the analytical long-term model used
by Cupeiro Figueroa et al. (2020), which is based on
a radial RC network to model the borehole short-
term heat transfer and the temporal superposition
of the g-function and a continuous load-shifting al-
gorithm formulation to model the ground long-term
heat transfer.

The methodology is applied for three different ground
loads representing a different level of building and
borefield imbalance, manipulated by varying the oc-
cupancy internal gains Q̇occ (colored in red in Fig-
ure 1) of the building: an extraction-dominated case
(ED), an injection-dominated case (ID) and a bal-
anced case (B) are considered. The borefields (with
Hb the borehole length, also in red in Figure 1) are
deliberately undersized by only applying the largest
monthly pulse qm in the modified ASHRAE equa-
tion (Ahmadfard and Bernier, 2018) to keep the av-
erage fluid temperature between 2◦C and 18◦C using
the ground loads from a previous dynamic simula-
tion with MPC. The borefield is a 2x2 squared bore-
field with a relative distance between boreholes of 6
m, an undisturbed ground temperature Ts of 10◦C,
a ground thermal conductivity ks of 2 W/(mK), a
ground thermal diffusivity αs of 9.26E-7 m2/s and a
borehole thermal resistance Rb of 0.1 mK/W . The
considered cases (with their borehole length Hb and

steady-state time ts = H2

9αs
) and the ground loads re-

sulting from the dynamic simulation are summarized
in Table 2. For a detailed description of the other
borefield parameters (which are kept constant), we
refer to Cupeiro Figueroa (2021). A comparison is
made between a typical short-term MPC and a long-
term MPC including the shadow-cost formulation.

MPC Formulation

The optimization problem aims to find the optimal
sequence of inputs over the prediction horizon that

Table 1: Model equations of HVAC components pre-
sented in Figure 1. Specific design details can be
found in Cupeiro Figueroa (2021).

Component Equations

Zone
IDEAS Zone model. See description by Joris-
sen et al. (2018)

Ground
source
heat

pump

Q̇con = Q̇con,nom · u1 (1a)

COP = A1 +A2(Teva,in − Teva,nom)

+A3(Tcon,in − Tcon,nom) (1b)

Ẇcom =
Q̇con
COP

(1c)

Q̇eva = Q̇con − Ẇcom (1d)

Gas boiler
Q̇boi = u2Q̇boi,nom (2a)

Ẇboi = Q̇boi (2b)

Chiller

Q̇chi = Q̇chi,nom · u3 (3a)

EER = B1 +B2 · Tout (3b)

Ẇchi = − Q̇chi
EER

(3c)

Valves
ṁi = ui · ṁnom (4a)

ṁi = ui · ṁnom,1 + (1 − ui) · ṁnom,2 (4b)

Heat
exchanger

Ċr =
Ċmin

Ċmax
(5a)

NTU =
UA

Ċmin
(5b)

ε =
1 − e−NTU(1−Ċr)

1 − Ċre−NTU(1−Ċr)
(5c)

Q̇hex = εĊmin(Thex,hot,in − Thex,cold,in)
(5d)

Pump/Fan
∆p =

(
ṁ

k

)2

(6a)

Ẇpum = (
ṁ

ṁnom
)3 · Ẇpum,nom (6b)

Borefield
Borefield analytical controller model. See de-
scription by Cupeiro Figueroa et al. (2020)

Table 2: Summary of considered borefield cases and
used ground loads in the ASHRAE equation.

Extraction
dominated (ED)

Injection
dominated (ID)

Balanced (B)

Ext. Inj. Ext. Inj. Ext. Inj.
qh [kW] -13.5 11.9 -13.1 21.2 -13.2 17.5
qm [kW] -6.3 1.5 -2.0 6.5 -4.2 4.1
qy [kW] -2.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.0
Hb [m] 57.2 59.0 37.5
ts [y] 12.4 13.2 5.2

minimize the energy use of the installation and ther-
mal discomfort violation. No model mismatch be-
tween the simulation and the controller models (with
the exception of the building envelope, linearized ac-
cording to the procedure in Picard et al. (2015)), per-
fect state updates and perfect weather predictions are
considered. The MPC solves the optimization each
hour, thus the dynamics of the HVAC equipment are
considered steady-state.
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Short-term formulation

The building HVAC system keeps the
RectangularZone model temperature Tz between
the lower comfort bound at 21◦C and upper comfort
bound at 25◦C, both following a night-setback
profile that widens the bounds by ±5 ◦C. To avoid
an excessive number of control time-steps that
could burden the computational load, an increasing
time-step strategy with 14 control intervals and a
prediction horizon of 7 days is used. structured as
in Table 3. The building model states are initialized
at 20◦C, while the borefield states are initialized at
the ground temperatures. The short-term MPC cost
function is formulated in Equation 7.

min
uk

JST = min
uk

NST∑
k=1

[
Ẇcom,k + Ẇboi,k + Ẇchi,k+

Ẇpum,pc,k + Ẇpum,hp,k +

ns,ST∑
j=1

σj,ksj,k

]
∆tk

(7)

Instead of hard constraints, a set of ns,ST quadratic
penalization costs sj,k is introduced to ensure feasibil-
ity, and weighted with a scaling factor σj,k to speed-
up the optimization, including:

1. The violation of the lower comfort bound.
2. The violation of the upper comfort bound.
3. The GSHP lower temperature safety constraint,

set at 0 ◦C. .
4. The GSHP upper temperature safety constraint,

set at 40 ◦C.
5. A dew point temperature protection for TABS im-

posed to the water temperature to avoid conden-
sation of air humidity on the surfaces.

6. A constraint to avoid the use of the passive cool-
ing heat exchanger for heating the building.

Long-term formulation

The long-term MPC formulation adds the shadow
cost term. For a full description, we refer to Cu-
peiro Figueroa et al. (2020). The controller model is
extended with a set of long-term equations that use a
set of prescribed building heating Qbui,h and cooling
Qbui,c energy needs computed in this case from the
short-term MPC simulation as input. Based on the
findings from Cupeiro Figueroa et al. (2020), we set
a long-term horizon comprising a full year divided in
9 NLT increasing long-term prediction steps, struc-
tured as presented in Table 3. For each long-term
prediction step1 p the energy balances for the build-
ing are presented by Equation 8:

1We denote the long-term predictions with the superscript
p to differentiate from the short-term horizon (with subscript
k)

Qpbui,h = Qpcon +Qpboi (8a)

Qpcoo,h = Qppc +Qpchi (8b)

whereas the borefield energy balances are formulated
by Equation 9:

Q̇pext · ∆tp = −SCOP
p − 1

SCOP p
Qpcon (9a)

Q̇pinj · ∆tp = −Qppc (9b)

Q̇pbor = Q̇pext + Q̇pinj (9c)

where ∆tp is the size of the p-th long-term interval.
In the long-term, it is assumed that all heat extracted
from the borefield is used in the GSHP evaporator.
The GSHP SCOP in the long-term is assumed to be a
linear function of the borefield predicted outlet fluid
temperature T pbf,out calculated using the analytical
borefield controller model of Cupeiro Figueroa et al.
(2020), whereas the chiller SEER is a linear function
of the average outdoor temperature T pout during the
p-th interval. Again, for the fit coefficients we refer
to the work of Cupeiro Figueroa (2021).

SCOP p = C1 + C2 · T pbf,out (10a)

SEERp = B1 +B2 · T pout (10b)

Equations 1c, 2b and 3c (see Table 1) are used to com-
pute the predictions of the GSHP, boiler and chiller
power. At each p-th long-term prediction step, the
pumping energy for passive cooling is assumed to have
an energy use proportional to the ratio between the
occurring passive cooling thermal power and the max-

imum passive cooling thermal power
Q̇p

pc

Q̇p
pc,max

, based

on the short-term MPC results. The passive cool-
ing heat exchanger maximum thermal power capacity
can be computed using Equation 5d for ε = 1, where
Thex,cold,in coincides with the predicted fluid temper-
ature T pbf,out, and Thex,hot,in is the maximum return
temperature from the building, assumed to be 24.5 ◦C
based on the short-term MPC simulations. The max-
imum power of the passive cooling pump corresponds
to the nominal pump power Ẇpum,pc,nom. The power
of the GSHP pump is not explicitly considered in the
shadow cost, but the GSHP power is increased by 5%
to implicitly account for it, based on typical shares
in the short-term MPC results. The shadow cost can
be formulated as:

JLT =

NLT∑
p=1

[
1.05 · Ẇ p

com + Ẇ p
boi + Ẇ p

pum,pc,nom

Q̇ppc

Q̇ppc,max

+ Ẇ p
chi +

ns,LT∑
j=1

σpj s
p
j

]
∆tp

(11)
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Table 3: Prediction horizons and time steps considered for the short-term MPC and shadow cost.
Interval no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

MPC
(NST )

Interval size (∆tk) 1h 1h 1h 1h 2h 2h 4h 4h 8h 12h 12h 24h 48h 48h
Time elapsed 1h 2h 3h 4h 6h 8h 12h 16h 1d 1.5d 2d 3d 5d 7d

Shadow cost
(NLT )

Interval size (∆tp) 3d 3d 3d 0.5m 1m 1m 3m 3m 3m
Time elapsed 10d 13d 16d 1m 2m 3m 6m 9m 1y

and the long-term MPC is formulated as:

min
uk

JST + JLT (12)

Similarly to the short-term MPC, a set of ns,LT
quadratic penalization costs spk are introduced and
weighted with a scaling factor to speed-up the opti-
mization σpj , including:

1. The GSHP capacity limits.

2. The gas boiler capacity limits.

3. The passive cooling capacity limits.

4. The chiller capacity limits.

5. The GSHP lower temperature safety constraint,
set at 0 ◦C.

A constraint for the fluid temperature upper limit is
not needed since this is already implicitly constrained
by including Equation 5d in the long-term model.

Results and discussion

The MPCs using the described model are compiled
by TACO (Jorissen et al., 2019), which allows the
construction of non-linear problems (NLPs). The op-
timal control inputs are coupled to the same model
for simulation using external C-code. The MPC per-
formances are evaluated for a 5 year long simulation
starting at the beginning of the winter season and
using an Euler integrator with a variable time-step
of 10 seconds. The yearly performances are evalu-
ated towards the following key performance indica-
tors (KPIs):

• the GSHP seasonal coefficient of performance
SCOP = Qcon

Wcom
,

• the chiller seasonal energy efficiency ratio
SEER = Qchi

Wchi
,

• the geothermal energy fraction for heating
χgeo,h =

Qbf,ext

Qcon+Qboi
,

• and the geothermal energy fraction for cooling
χgeo,c =

Qbf,inj

Qpc+Qchi
.

Notice that the geothermal energy fractions are de-
fined for the borefield extracted Qbf,ext and injected
Qbf,inj thermal energy, instead of using the evapora-
tor or passive cooling ones. This is because the heat-
ing and cooling circuits are connected through the 3-
way valve u8, allowing re-circulation of the building
heat (which is denoted as Qrec). This feature is later
explained in detail. The metrics are shown in Table 4
while the thermal energy balances are shown in Fig-
ure 2. All thermal energy generated is increased by

Table 4: Performance results for the considered cases.

Total energy use over 5 years [kWh/m2]
Case ED Case ID Case B
ST LT ST LT ST LT

Wcom 17.5 18.0 2.13 2.37 8.48 9.18
Wboi 19.5 15.0 0.04 0.01 7.95 3.74
Wpum,pc 0.02 0.10 0.60 0.76 0.23 0.32
Wchi 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.71 0.07 0.06
Wpum,hp 0.66 0.76 0.09 0.15 0.33 0.37
Wtot 37.6 33.8 3.50 4.00 17.1 13.7
Yearly performances
Year 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Case ED

SCOP
ST 5.23 5.22 5.22 5.21 5.21 5.22
LT 5.24 5.23 5.24 5.23 5.22 5.23

SEER
ST - - - - - -
LT - - - - - -

χgeo,h [%]
ST 58.4 54.6 52.0 51.6 50.0 53.3
LT 62.3 61.3 60.6 59.9 59.1 60.6

χgeo,c [%]
ST 35.4 35.5 32.6 32.8 30.9 33.3
LT 74.6 72.2 74.5 74.0 68.6 72.7

Case ID

SCOP
ST 5.61 5.77 5.82 5.87 5.86 5.79
LT 5.64 5.74 5.82 5.89 5.92 5.80

SEER
ST 5.75 5.71 5.74 5.76 5.82 5.76
LT 5.78 5.71 5.76 5.84 5.70 5.76

χgeo,h [%]
ST 79.4 79.9 79.9 79.6 79.3 79.6
LT 78.3 78.2 76.6 79.1 79.2 78.3

χgeo,c [%]
ST 97.5 96.1 95.3 94.8 94.5 95.6
LT 97.2 95.9 94.6 94.4 94.1 95.2

Case B

SCOP
ST 5.27 5.30 5.30 5.34 5.32 5.31
LT 5.27 5.31 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30

SEER
ST 5.58 5.56 5.60 5.58 5.56 5.58
LT 5.44 5.54 5.67 5.61 5.63 5.60

χgeo,h [%]
ST 49.1 56.0 55.4 54.5 54.9 53.9
LT 60.2 64.4 66.0 67.5 66.3 64.8

χgeo,c [%]
ST 80.3 83.8 83.6 83.1 81.7 82.5
LT 88.9 90.0 90.1 91.8 89.8 90.1

using the long-term formulation, changing the ther-
mal imbalances in the borefield. Each case is now
explained in detail.

Extraction-dominated case

The extraction-dominated case is able to reduce the
energy use of the building by 11.2% using the long-
term MPC, as indicated in Table 4. Figure 3 shows
that more heat is extracted from the building in the
summer period with the aim of increasing the GSHP
share for the next season. The behavior of the short-
term MPC is peculiar. Since the borefield is under-
sized, MPC deliberately recirculates heat from the
building (from the GSHP and external gains) to the
source-side circuit to keep using the GSHP over the
gas boiler. This behavior is optimal since the energy
use of the gas boiler is in the order of 5 times higher
due to the attractive GSHP COP, thus covering all
heating needs by the gas boiler would imply an in-
crease in energy use. This re-circulation is achieved
by using the 3-way mixing valve (controlled by the
optimization variable u8) that regulates the amount
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Figure 2: Thermal energy balances over 5 years.

of heat/cold that is supplied to the TABS, and which
connects the heating and cooling circuits. In practice,
this valve is typically an on/off switching valve (or
two switching 2-way valves), but in this theoretical
exercise and given the TACO requirements (which do
not yet allow the use of integer variables), this valve
is modeled using a continuous input. The addition
of the long-term formulation keeps the same behav-
ior during the winter period but extending the ther-
mal regeneration of the ground in summer as shown
in Figure 3. The geothermal shares in Table 4 indi-
cate that the ground source can be exploited more for
heating (χgeo,h increases), whereas less re-circulation
Qrec is required from the building to the GSHP evap-
orator and more thermal energy injection is occurring
in summer (χgeo,c increases) in the long-term formu-
lation. This hypothesis is confirmed by looking at the
thermal energy balances in Figure 2. The effects on
the SCOP are negligible since the GSHP is normally
working at minimum temperature conditions.

Injection-dominated case

Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the ther-
mal energy generated and the energy use over the 5
years simulation period for the injection-dominated
case. Table 4 results show an increase in energy use
of 14.3% when the long-term MPC is used. Due to
the very low energy use of passive cooling this relative
share is high, but in absolute terms this corresponds
to 0.5 kWh/m2 only. The behavior of this case is
peculiar: at the beginning of the simulation (which
occurs when entering the heating season, but no heat-
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Figure 3: Thermal energy generated and energy use
of Case ED over 5 years.

ing needs are required yet), we observe that additional
cooling of the building, aimed at increasing the SCOP
in the heating season, persists in the long-term for-
mulation. When the simulating the heating season,
the long-term formulation makes slightly more use
of the GSHP, thereby increasing the amount of ex-
tracted heat for the summer season. This amount of
extracted thermal energy does not offset the already
injected thermal energy due to the large energy use
difference between both, but has more effect on the
fluid temperatures as it occurs later in time, i.e. the
impact of the immediate load history is larger than
the load history further in the past. However, at the
beginning of the summer season the long-term for-
mulation again provides a surplus of cooling to the
building. This behavior looks odd at a first glance
since this additional heat injection in the borefield
can jeopardize the passive cooling capacity towards
the future cooling needs in the next months. Despite
that, during the peak periods the cold supplied by
the ground remains almost the same, and the energy
use by the chiller is only slightly increased. Since
passive cooling energy cost is very low, the increased
use of this resource at non-peak periods is by MPC
translated into an increase of the GSHP SCOP (and
as a consequence, a reduction of the GSHP energy
use in winter) that pays back the extra cost of the
chiller and the passive cooling pump. On the other
hand, the energy cost of increasing even further the
heat energy supplied by the GSHP in winter (and as
a consequence the extra energy extracted from the
borefield) does not pay off the small amount of ac-
tive cooling energy required by the chiller, especially
considering the storage losses until reaching the peak
period in the middle of the summer period. Note in
Figure 2 that the chiller contributes less than 5% of
the building cooling needs whereas the GSHP cov-
ers the full heating needs. The eventual benefits of
this behavior are lost since the current methodology
does not account for the thermal comfort bounds, but
uses prescribed and static heating and cooling needs
to calculate the shadow cost. By supplying more
cooling to the building, the temperature is closer to
the lower comfort bound and therefore the need for
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Figure 4: Thermal energy generated and energy use
of Case ID over 5 years.

heating appears earlier, losing the buffer effect dur-
ing the mid-season. The long-term formulation can-
not predict that these emerging heating needs are not
compensated by the increase in COP since the used
heating need predictions are fixed and based on a
previous simulation. This handicap is compensated
in the extraction-dominated case by the increase of
the GSHP share. Only the use of the gas boiler is
slightly reduced since the extra supply of heat in the
long-term formulation keeps the zone operative tem-
perature further from the lower comfort bound. We
observed that the prediction of the long-term SEER is
overestimated, as it is formulated as a function of the
average outdoor temperature of the period. However,
the use of the chiller is restricted to the peak periods
where the outdoor temperatures are above this av-
erage outdoor temperature (which also includes the
night periods).

Balanced case

The behavior in the balanced case does not differ
much from the previous explained cases. The ther-
mal energy generated and the energy use over the 5
years simulation period are shown in Figure 5. En-
ergy savings of 19.9% are obtained, as indicated in
Table 4. This larger amount of relative savings com-
pared to the extraction-dominated case suggests that
there is a borefield size where the additional thermal
energy extracted from the building and stored in the
borefield maximizes the energy use savings. These
savings are achieved by reducing most of the energy
use from the gas boiler. The use of the chiller is al-
most negligible. Note that in the borefield design
phase of this hybrid GEOTABS building we set the
design upper limit of the borefield at 18 ◦C based
on current practice, whereas in the simulations we
found that passive cooling was being used at tem-
peratures higher than this limit. This indicates that
the used borefield designs are oversized for cooling,
which is within the expectations when TABS is used,
since the water supply temperatures are closer to the
indoor temperatures.
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Figure 5: Thermal energy generated and energy use
of Case B over 5 years.

Conclusion

A hybrid GEOTABS case is set up to evaluate
whether using a long-term MPC formulation has any
added value over a typical short-term horizon MPC.
A typical hybrid GEOTABS building model is de-
signed and modeled as a single zone. This building
model serves as both an emulator and a controller
model. The proposed long-term formulation is com-
pared against a standard short-term MPC for differ-
ent building heating/cooling loads, using an under-
sized borefield. The results show an energy saving
potential in the cases where the system is forced to
use the gas boiler. The long-term formulation an-
ticipates by making use of passive cooling to store
thermal energy in the ground and as such reducing
the energy use from the gas boiler for the next season.
The ground can be energetically recharged with a lim-
ited capacity constraint by the comfort bounds of the
zones (which allow more or less extraction of energy)
and the borefield size (which determines the thermal
response of the ground and therefore the energy losses
to the surrounding ground). In the balanced case, the
energy use is reduced by almost 20%. However, for
cases where the borefield size can cover almost all
heating and cooling requirements of the building, the
inaccuracies in the predictions and the use of fixed
predictions can detriment the potential energy sav-
ings of the long-term methodology, resulting in an en-
ergy use increase of 14.3% for the injection-dominated
case. However, these percentages refer to different ab-
solute costs, since passive cooling is much less energy
demanding than active heating. It is demonstrated
that there exists potential beyond a standard short-
term MPC for hybrid GEOTABS buildings.

Further work should tackle the use of static and fixed
predictions that do not account for the building tem-
peratures in the long-term decisions and that can lead
to premature heating of the building, thereby reduc-
ing the uncertainties of these predictions. A proposal
could be the addition of a simple static model using
the building UA value, or even the parametrization
of a gray-box model that uses the outdoor temper-
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ature and the average radiation as an input. These
models would allow to compute the building aver-
age temperature, which should be constrained in the
long-term formulation between the lower and upper
comfort bounds. An optimal control problem over the
full long-term horizon to evaluate how far the MPC
formulations are from the true optimum in hybrid
GEOTABS systems is also in the scope.
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